Tour Group Meeting Rotation

Problem Sets and Snacks

Jason “30 day DL” Guerrero
Takashi “Do you have them imaged yet?” Sasaki
Dell “Gigolo” Doyle
Katherine “not Brandi” Price
Yubao “my wife works here too” Li
Meng “should work” Lu
David “Kelso” Corley
Tao “I mean” He
Ashley “Turkey” Leonard
Amanda “Fluffy” Higgenbotham
Jay “Skin Head” Lomeda
Nathan Caton
Rebecca Lucente-Schultz
Bostjan Genorio
Zheyi Chen
Dmitry V. Kosynkin

Grouping

Jason, Tak, Nathan, JL
Meng, David, Bostjan
Katherine, Dell, Dimitry
Amanda, Ashley, Rebecca
Jay, Zheyi
Tao, Yubao, Kunal

It is each person’s responsibility to keep track of when it is his/her turn to prepare a problem set and bring sufficient and adequate snacks for the group.

If there is a problem, please see me
Tak (Updated Feb, 2007)